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ABSTRACT
The increasing demand for mobility across the whole region has created problems such
as road traffic congestion, insufficient parking, pollution and road safety problems.
People nowadays seem to be tolerating the problems when they choose private
transportation for comfort and reliable journey as compared to the public bus
transportation which is being described as hectic and inefficient. However, bus
operators along with the authorities need to review the public bus transport planning
process as this can help design of an efficientbus network system and attract greaterbus
transport usage. Route network design is an important phase in network planning
consisting of several elements where the appropriate design of route network will affect
the subsequent four phases in network planning. With the call for an efficient route
network system mounting, the operators and the authorities need to enhance the public
bus transport system as a whole with deeper understanding of user demand rather than
just considering profits issues alone. Thus, the public bus usage should be advantageous
not only from the perspective of users, operators and authorities but will also positively
affect the environment thus leading to a sustainable public bus transportation system.
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INTRODUCTION
Public transportation is unpopularas it has been labeled as an unreliable mode of transport compared to
private transport [1].Deciding to own a private transport rather than riding on the public transport has been a
major decision made by road usersas they seem to be tolerating traffic congestion and parking problems. Despite
the advantages of the private transport, public transport has many benefits and advantages too.Fan and
Machemehl [2], Shrivastava and O’Mahony [3] agreed that public transport could decrease traffic congestion
and preserve the environmental at the same time.Fan and Machemehl [2] mentioned that public transport is
capable of loweringenergy consumption and ease mobility.Itis not only advantageous in terms of environmental
protection but it can also decrease the level of injuries and number of deaths[4].Ning [5] stated that public
transport has benefits in three different perspectives; socially, economically and environmentally which are (1)
availability of ample job vacancies, (2) profit to the operators’ side and (3) environment protection. However,
the existence of a few disadvantages of the public transport system has reduced travel via public transport.
Issues with Public Bus Transport:
Overall, public transport is facing a few issues one of which is a reductionin patronage.In China, the
demand of public transport is increasing gradually [6] but the public bus system operating in China is mixed
with motorized and non-motorized vehicles that has created massive traffic congestion and this situation had
forced enhancement programs to be introduced to overcome the problem[7]. In western countries like Sweden,
unreliable public transport system was reported by Andersson and Scalia-Tomba [8] in which unfeasible
management between the irregularities and scheduling had brought the whole system into becoming an
inefficient bus system. Similar situation happened in Ireland in which the lack of coordination between the
timing and the trip distribution had forced the bus system to be in a feeble condition[9].These poor situations
encountered by many parties, including the government and operators,have led to them to engageeach other to
find solutions to these issues.
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Malaysia also is not excluded from this transport related issue. As reviewed by Almselati et al [10],
Malaysia faces a problematic situation in which two major issues i.e.poor public transport system and an
increase in private transport ownership are highlighted. Poor financial performance by the operators in
sustaining the public transport system had contributed to the failure of the public transport system [11].The
operators not only had failed in term of the financial capabilities, but also in terms of the infrastructural
elements. According to Leong et al [1], public transport became an insignificant mode of transport as consumers
reported that limited access in getting to the public transport is one of the factors contributing to lower public
transport usage. Consumer’s feedback regarding the quality, adequacy and availability of public transport is low
and this had contributed to an inefficient public transport system as a whole.Besides looking at the user and
operators perspective, integration between land use planning and the public transport system is also crucial in
producing an efficient and effective service that can attract and satisfy the consumers.A public transport system
had always been a typicalcomponent to be considered in town and city planning even as the main focus of
planners is often the movement of private vehicles especially cars [12].
Bus Route Network Design:
In network design and planning of the public transport, Ceder and Wilson [13] outlined five sequential
planning approach that should be followed by the practitioners i.e. (1) route network design, (2) frequency
setting, (3) timetable design, (4) fleet assignment and (5) crew assignment. When considering the five elements
mentioned, route network design is the more vital part in the design and planning of an efficient bus network. As
stated by Ngamchai and Lovell [14], integrating route network design in the public transport system will affect
the frequency setting and timetable design and crew assignment simultaneously. Rigorous research has been
undertaken on route network design with integration of other elements in the design and planning phase. Studies
done by I-Jy Chien [15] dealt with route network design and fleet assignment whileSzeto and Wu [7]
coordinated route network design with the frequency setting. Nonetheless, some studies[8, 15-18] had only
focused on route network design where the authors believed that route network design is very crucial compared
tothe other elements.
Thus in route network design, several elements (Table 1.1) should be considered by the planners, bus
operators and also the government. As a matter of fact, historically, demand and route criteria are the basic
knowledge that should be studied by the designers [19]. As forwarded by Ceder and Wilson [13] for route
network design, three major elements should be taken into account i.e. demand, supply and route performance in
which these three elements resulted either in route changes or the establishment of new route set.Chien et al
[20]listed another three important elements which are headways, zoning and line spacing that should not be
excluded in route network design.Shrivastava and O’Mahony [3], Guihaire and Hao [19], Černá, Černý [21]
added zoning element in route design while Ngamchai and Lovell [14], Tom and Mohan [22] respectively
introducedtwo other elements which are cost and time. Above all, the most important elementfor route design is
demand as demand is the decisive element in determining an efficiency of the public transport system.
Conclusion:
The challenge here is to design an efficient and an effective public transport network system that is
beneficial to many parties, not only from the users’ perspectives but also for the government and operatorseven
though operators’ main concern areoften focused on profit[7]. Despite the problematic issues created by the
system, finding the relevant and applicable solutions forthe design and planning phase can enhance and produce
an efficient network system. It is obvious that current bus route selection in Malaysia is simply a continuation of
historical route services with little or no consideration for changing land use patterns. It is not uncommon to find
that new developments do not have proper bus services or if any exist they do not serve the locality
satisfactorily. Literature reviews showed few studies that attempt to revise route selection for the Malaysian
public transport users. Route design elements from previous studies provide a starting point for identifying the
relevant parameters that may influence Malaysian bus route design.
Table 1.1: Route Design Elements in previous studies
No.
Author (Year) Route Design Element
Demand
Supply
1
Ceder
and
√
√
Wilson[13]
2
Ngamchai
and
Lovell √
[14]
3
Tom
and
√
Mohan [22]
4
Guihaire and
√
Hao [19]
5
Chen, Yu [6]
√
6
Shrivastava
√

Headways

Zone

Line spacing

Scheduling

Cost

Time

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√
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7
8

and
O’Mahony
[3]
Černá, Černý
[21]
Wirasinghe
and
Vandebona
[23]

√
√

√
√

√

√
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